RESTORING TRAVELERS’ SENSE OF SAFETY, CONFIDENCE, AND COMFORT
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Zenner
TRAVEL CAN BE A TIME CONSUMING AND STRESSFUL EXPERIENCE

- Fragmented sources of information
- Delays and cancellations
- Tight connections
- Unfamiliar airports
- Changing health & entry requirements
RESTORING TRAVELERS’ CONFIDENCE

Important steps are being taken:

✔ Aircraft cleaning and seating
✔ Baggage handling
✔ Airport sanitation and procedures

... and more

What about the traveler?
Experience – Communications – Well Being
Zenner is an AI-powered travel assistant that keeps your travelers safe, engaged, cared for and feeling Zen.
INTRODUCING ZENNY

AI-powered travel expert at your fingertips

Data driven, traveler-first technology solution

24/7 personalized travel intelligence and assistance

Predictive, proactive, interactive
10x THE TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

Travel Intelligence

- 24/7 proactive trip monitoring and intelligence
- Timely, relevant updates on waiting times, health and entry, airport advice and more
- Interactive and responsive
Flight Disruptions Detection and Resolution

- Detect flight cancellations and delays before they are official
- Alert the traveler, giving them an edge
- Offer rebooking options
10x THE TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

Tight Connection Solutions

- Real time advice for successfully making a tight connection
- Trip-specific tips and insider knowledge when it matters most
10x THE TRAVEL EXPERIENCE

Well Being and Digital Concierge

- Tips and activities to relieve stress and relax
- Get real time support for endless travel needs
EMPOWERING AIRLINES

Offer timely, meaningful support to travelers in a COVID-19 world

Reduce overload on call center and information counters

Restore confidence, increase engagement and retention

Easy integration – Free Trial during CV19 – Scalable and Customizable
SUPPORTING TRAVELERS AND AGENCIES

TRAVELERS

• Be in the know, ahead of the game
• Get instant support on the go, always by your side and on your side
• Keep safe, productive, and feeling zen

TRAVEL AGENCIES

• Move from being reactive to proactive
• Increase customer satisfaction, engagement and loyalty
• Reduce support staff overload
• Provide excellent Duty of Care
Join us to

10x the Travel Experience

AI-Powered Travel Assistant that keeps Travelers Safe, Engaged and Zen.